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Abstract: Bioprocesses for the production of renewable energies and materials lack efficient separation
processes for the utilized microorganisms such as algae and yeasts. Dissolved air flotation (DAF) and
microflotation are promising approaches to overcome this problem. The efficiency of these processes
depends on the ability of microorganisms to aggregate with microbubbles in the flotation tank.
In this study, different new or adapted aggregation models for microbubbles and microorganisms
are compared and investigated for their range of suitability to predict the separation efficiency of
microorganisms from fermentation broths. The complexity of the heteroaggregation models range
from an algebraic model to a 2D population balance model (PBM) including the formation of clusters
containing several bubbles and microorganisms. The effect of bubble and cell size distributions on the
flotation efficiency is considered by applying PBMs, as well. To determine the sensitivity of the results
on the model assumptions, the modeling approaches are compared, and suggestions for their range of
applicability are given. Evaluating the computational fluid dynamics (CFD) of a dissolved air flotation
(DAF) system shows the heterogeneity of the fluid dynamics in the flotation tank. Since analysis
of the streamlines of the tank show negligible back mixing, the proposed aggregation models are
coupled to the CFD data by applying a Lagrangian approach.
Keywords: flotation; separation of microorganisms; bioseparation; heteroaggregation; population
balance modeling; coupling of aggregation and CFD; model comparison

1. Introduction
Yeast cells and algae are frequently used in bioprocesses for the production of renewable materials
and biofuels such as bioplastic precursors [1], bioethanol [2], and biodiesel [3,4]. The separation of
the microorganisms after fermentation is capital and energy intensive. The high separation costs are
caused by the small size of microorganisms and their density being close to water [5]. Additionally,
especially microalgae grow in very dilute cultures [6,7]. Thus, traditional filtration, sedimentation and
centrifugation techniques are inefficient [8]. The development of efficient industrial-scale separation
processes is essential for the economically-feasible production of renewable materials and biofuels.
High speed centrifugation methods such as disc stack centrifuges result in high forces, which may
result in the breakup of microorganisms [9]. Based on the separation performance and energy
consumption criteria, hydrocyclones are an alternative to separate microorganisms in the size range of
10 µm [10]. Hydrocyclones have a small footprint and relatively low capital and operating costs [11].
Recent studies showed the potential of hydrocyclones to separate yeast cells [12,13] from fermentation
broths. However, the single-stage efficiencies of hydrocyclones may be low for particles smaller
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than 10 µm. The diameter of hydrocyclones determines largely the particle-cut size (size at which
the partition number equals 0.5) and throughput. For particle separation in the micron range,
small diameter hydrocyclones (about 10–100 mm) with small throughputs have to be used [11].
For large-scale plants, an extreme numbering-up would be necessary when separating microorganisms
with mini-hydrocyclones. That would result in high capital costs. Promising approaches to separate
microorganisms from broth are dissolved air flotation (DAF) [7,14] and microflotation [15,16]. In both
flotation principles, microbubbles (bubbles with diameter ranging from 10 to 100 µm) are generated
at the inlet to a flotation tank [15,17]. In the flotation tank, the microbubbles and particles aggregate.
The particle-bubble aggregates either float into the froth of the tank or are entrained within the clear or
recycle stream [18,19]. The removal of microorganisms requires a hydrophobic surface, which might
require usage of an appropriate surfactant [20]. DAF is already a widely-used separation technique
in water and wastewater treatment dealing with the removal of cells or algae [3,18], particles and
off-flavors [21] and flocs of organic or inorganic materials [22] from water. In order to yield high
separation efficiencies, a pre-flocculation process with coagulants such as metallic salts, polymers,
cetyl trimethyl ammonium bromide and chitosan can be favorable for the separation of algae [23].
However, to avoid product damage or contamination, flocculation with coagulant should be avoided
in some processes [3].
Applying suitable modeling approaches can significantly reduce the effort of determining efficient
plant configurations and process conditions for flotation. The efficiency of the separation process of
microorganisms with DAF or microflotation depends on the ability of microorganisms to aggregate
with microbubbles. To our knowledge, there exists no generic and physically correct modeling
approach for this heteroaggregation process. Only Zhang et al. [20] modeled the harvesting of
microorganisms with DAF by applying the so-called “White Water Blanket Model”. They consider the
aggregation of several bubbles on single flocs of cells, which are polydisperse in size. However, they
neglected the polydispersity of bubbles and the formation of clusters consisting of several bubbles and
flocs. In the present study, several mechanistic approaches are taken to model the heteroaggregation
between microorganisms and microbubbles in flotation tanks. While still being adapted to the given
problem, some of the aggregation models are based on existing models for particle separation by DAF
(models where multiple monodisperse bubbles can aggregate on larger monodisperse particles [22,24,
25], models where smaller monodisperse bubbles aggregate on larger polydisperse particles [19,26]
and a model where multiple monodisperse bubbles and cells form clusters [27]). Other modeling
approaches are newly developed in this study. The default assumptions are that the cells and bubbles
are monodisperse and the loading of cells on bubbles is distributed, i.e., non-identical. Each of the six
models is based on different assumptions for the flotations system: (1) averaged, i.e., identical, loading
of cells on bubbles, (2) distributed, i.e., non-identical, loading of cells on bubbles, (3) polydispersity of
cells, (4) polydispersity of bubbles and the formation of clusters, (5) without and (6) with an averaged,
i.e., identical, number of cells and bubbles. We did not consider both bubbles and cell sizes to be
polydisperse in the same model. Such a consideration would lead to a two-dimensional population
balance model. For such a model, the direct use of commercial codes, the coupling to CFD simulations
and experimental validation become much more difficult, while it is not clear yet whether this provides
a significant benefit. Restricting the model choices to ordinary differential and one-dimensional
population balance equations allows easier use of the model and simplifies experimental validation.
Because only the models including the polydispersity of bubbles can consider bubble coalescence,
bubble coalescence is neglected, but modeling it is possible [28]. Furthermore, measurements of bubble
size distributions during microflotation in complex fermentation broths have been performed and
showed that the presence of proteins of YMP hinders bubble coalescence [29]. Thus, parametrization
and validation of this submodel are possible. To determine the sensitivity of the results on the presented
assumptions, the models are compared and suggestions for applicability are given. The Computational
fluid dynamics (CFD) data of a DAF system shows that the fluid dynamics are highly heterogeneous
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in the flotation tank and that there is negligible back mixing. Thus, the aggregation models are coupled
with the CFD data of the DAF system by using a Lagrangian approach.
2. Modeling Approaches
In this study, six different mechanistic models for the heteroaggregation between microbubbles
and microorganisms dispersed in a fluid are investigated to calculate the separation efficiency of
microorganisms in flotation systems. The aggregation models exhibit different levels of complexity.
Two approaches to model the floatation tank are used for each aggregation model: the classical
two-zone model [18] with constant flow conditions and the coupling to CFD data [30].
2.1. Aggregation Kernel
Each aggregation model contains the aggregation kernel β. The aggregation kernel for the
aggregation mechanism i is a combination of the encounter frequency KC,i and the encounter efficiency,
which is the probability of an encounter leading to a successful collision [27]:
β i = PA,i · PC,i · KC,i ,

(1)

where PA,i and PC,i are the encounter efficiencies due to physiochemical and hydrodynamic effects,
respectively. Commonly, the kernels for different mechanisms are superimposed [27,30]:
β = β L + βS + βT ,

(2)

where β L , β S and β T are the aggregation kernels due to laminar shear, sedimentation and turbulent
motion. Here, aggregation due to Brownian motion can be neglected, since the cells and bubbles are
too large to observe Brownian motion [31]. It is well known [32,33] that an error is made with the linear
superimposition, but no closed form including all of the relevant mechanisms exists yet. Furthermore,
as the focus of this study is on comparing different models, a perfect representation of the kernels is not
necessary. Substituting Equation (1) in Equation (2) and assuming that the physiochemical encounter
efficiency is independent of the aggregation mechanism, the following relation is obtained:
β = PA · ( PC,L · KC,L + PC,S · KC,S + PC,T · KC,T ) .

(3)

2.1.1. Frequency of Encounters
The frequency of encounters is calculated for each mechanism: laminar shear, sedimentation and
turbulent motion. Pedocchi and Piedra-Cueva [34] have extended the frequency of encounters due to
laminar shear by von Smoluchowski [35] from a one-dimensional formulation to a three-dimensional
one (Equation (4) in Table 1), where u, v and w are the fluid velocities in the x, y and z directions.
To calculate the encounter frequency due to density differences between two different aggregates,
Equation (5) in Table 1 has been used [27], where v1 and v2 are the rising or settling velocities of the two
aggregates 1 and 2. The rising velocity of aggregates consisting of bubbles is set to the rising velocity
of single bubbles. For the turbulent encounter frequency, the Saffman–Turner relation is used [32]
(Equation (6) in Table 1).
Table 1. Encounter frequencies and efficiencies used for aggregation kernels.
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Table 1. Cont.
Encounter Efficiency Due to Surface Coverage

For Model:

Eq.

PA,S (l ) = 1 − l,
l ∈ [0, 1]
j
PA,S ( j) = 1 − jmax ,
j ∈ [0, jmax ]
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Poly.Bubbles
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2.1.2. Encounter Efficiency
The hydrodynamic encounter efficiency PC considers the fact that the flow field around the bubble
and particle hinders aggregation [36,37]. PC can be expressed as Equation (14) in Table 1, where D1
and D2 are the diameter of the particle and bubble, ν is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid and Φ
is the gas volume fraction. This efficiency was derived for dirty interfaces [36,37], which is valid
here, because the flotation bubbles are created in a complex medium that will make the interface
dirty shortly after bubble creation. This correlation used for PC neglects, e.g., the effects of density
differences [38], but again, the focus is not a perfect representation of the kernels, but a model
comparison. The characteristic velocity U depends on the aggregation mechanism. According to
Kostoglou et al. [30] and Dai et al. [39], the characteristic velocities for laminar shear and sedimentation
are the rising velocities of the bubbles. The average relative velocity UT due to turbulent motion can
be expressed as [30]:
r
5
e
UT =
·
· ( D1 + D2 ),
(15)
2Π
15ν
where e is the turbulent dissipation.
The encounter efficiency PA = PA,S · PA,0 allows describing space limitations on the bubble
PA,S [19,26] or other effects such as repulsion and attractive forces PA,0 [40]. Repulsion and attractive
forces depend heavily on the process conditions and can be influenced by the addition of chemicals
that tailor surface properties of cells or bubbles. They can either be modeled using the DLVO theory
extended by Born repulsion forces [41], or be computed using molecular dynamics simulations [42],
which requires knowledge of the surface of the particles, or be measured using atomic force
microscopy [43]. Recently, Ditscherlein et al. [44] introduced a new AFM method to quantify the
micro-sized bubble-yeast interactions depending on the conditions of the surrounding medium such as
pH, ethanol and salt concentration Using those methods to infer PA,0 , the effect of chemical addition on
separation efficiency should become predictable with a suitable aggregation model. Nevertheless, most
of the studies on DAF estimate PA,0 from empirical relations or by fitting experimental data [22,26].
Since this study describes the generalized modeling of flotation processes, PA,0 is set to one. Most
studies on DAF processes, including this one, consider that surface coverage reduces the encounter
efficiency and assume that the encounter efficiency is proportional to the ratio of the remaining free
surface to the total surface. The cells occupy their projected surface area on the bubble surface [19,22,26].
The development of layers with multiple cells on the surface of bubbles is neglected in this study,
since it is assumed that the cells do weakly aggregate with others. If the cells would aggregate,
one could easily use a coagulation unit prior to flotation to increase the size of the cell-aggregates and
the flotation efficiency.
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2.2. Spatial Models
There exist two different approaches to model the separation efficiency in DAF tanks.
The traditional approach divides the DAF tank into the contact zone and the separation zone [17–19,26].
More advanced approaches combine CFD simulations with the aggregation process in flotation
tanks [27,30,45]. In this study, both approaches are examined and applied to the different
aggregation models.
2.2.1. Two-Zone Model
It is assumed that aggregation only occurs in the contact zone, where bubbles and cells enter the
inlet and aggregate until the outlet of the contact zone. Since plug flow with constant flow conditions
is assumed, the introduced substantial derivatives for the aggregation models in Section 2.3 simplify
to time derivatives. The terms for the change of the bubble concentration over time due to velocity
differences between bubbles and the fluid can be neglected. Furthermore, no aggregation occurs in the
flotation zone, and all cells, which have been attached onto bubbles in the contact zone float, are thus
removed. The separation efficiency η is calculated as:
η = 1−

ccoutlet
,
ccinlet

(16)

where ccoutlet and ccinlet are the concentrations of unbounded cells at the outlet and at the inlet of the
contact zone, respectively.
2.2.2. One-Way Coupling
To combine CFD simulations with the aggregation process in DAF tanks, first an Euler/Euler
CFD simulation has been performed to obtain the flow field. In this simulation, the loading of cells on
bubbles is constant, and the presence of cells is neglected for computing the fluid properties. Then, the
cell number concentration on a representative stream line with a changing load of cells on bubbles
is computed in a Lagrangian framework (see Sections 2.3 and 3) using the flow conditions from the
Euler/Euler simulation. Thus, the CFD result affects the cell number concentration, but the presence
of cells has no influence on the CFD results. Thus, we consider a one-way coupling with regard to
the cell number concentration. The Euler/Euler CFD simulation (for the commercially available DAF
system Enviplan: AQUATECTOR® Microfloat® , see Figure 1a) for a two-phase system consisting of the
liquid and gaseous phase has been performed with Ansys Fluent. The gaseous phase was described
by bubbles with a diameter of 40 µm and a density of an air bubble with a maximum loading of
microorganisms (18.28 kg/m3 ). Those estimates were based on experimental data for the flotation of
yeasts [29]. For the liquid phase, water properties were applied. The central inlet was a mass flow inlet,
the free surface a degassing boundary and one bottom opening (side) a pressure outlet. The mesh
consisted of hexahedral cells (approximately 0.5 Mio.elements, which Buffo [46] (p. 129) found to be a
sufficient mesh density for mesh independent results for a column with bubbly flow. Furthermore,
Hecht et al. [47] observed agreement with experimental data using a similar mesh density for a column
with bubbly flow). Most of the tank was expected to be laminar, while the inlet region had a Reynolds
number in the turbulent regime. Therefore, different turbulence models (k-omega SST, k-epsilon) and
a model without turbulence (laminar) were evaluated, but no effect on gas hold-up or flow field was
observed. For drag on the bubbles, the commonly-used model by Tomiyama et al. [48] for slightly
contaminated interfaces was used. Even though using a different drag model is expected to change the
results of the CFD simulation slightly, this will affect all investigated models in this study in the same
manner. Thus, for the main aim of model comparison, no significant changes are to be expected.
In order to combine CFD results and aggregation processes, several streamlines are tracked.
While unbounded cells are assumed to follow the fluid streamline until the outlet is reached, the
concentration of bubbles decreases on the course of a streamline due to velocity differences between
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bubbles and the fluid. This is included in the formulation of the aggregation models in Section 2.3
by substantial derivatives and the included terms for the time-dependent change of the bubble
concentration. The change of the bubble concentration is combined with the CFD simulations.
CFD results also show that unloaded bubbles and loaded bubbles behave very similarly. Thus, it is
assumed that free bubbles and bubble-particle aggregates behave in the same way.
Additionally, CFD data show that the gas volume fraction in the outlet of the flotation tank is
negligible (see Figure 1). Assuming that bubble-cell aggregates behave like unloaded bubbles, all
cells, which are attached to bubbles, float. Only the unbounded cells remaining in the outlet do not
float. Thus, the separation efficiency for the one-way coupling to CFD is calculated as described in
Equation (16). The recycling of the outlet is generally implementable in the introduced models, but not
included in the given study. The integration of heteroaggregation processes and CFD data by the
realized one-way coupling poses a sufficient and useful method for design evaluation. Full coupling
can be done in a future step and might be interesting if bubble dynamics might be affected by a
significant change in bubble density and corresponding effects on fluid dynamics.

Gaseous volume fraction

0.08

0.06

0.04

0.02

10-1

100

101

102

Time on streamline (s)

(a)

(b)

Figure 1. Process conditions of the investigated flotation tank. (a) Gas volume fraction and velocity
directions of fluid; (b) evolution of the gas volume fraction of a single streamline.

2.3. Heteroaggregation Modeling
In this section, the applied models for the heteroaggregation between microbubbles and cells
(Figure 2) are described.
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Figure 2. Illustration of the different aggregation models, where grey spheres represent bubbles
and dark spheres correspond to microorganisms: (a) Averaged: several monodisperse cells aggregate
on monodisperse bubbles; loading of bubbles is averaged; (b) Not Averaged: several monodisperse
cells aggregate on monodisperse bubbles; loading of bubbles is distributed; (c) Poly.Cells: several
polydisperse cells aggregate on monodisperse bubbles; (d) Poly.Bubbles: several monodisperse cells
aggregate on polydisperse bubbles; (e) Clustering Averaged: formation of aggregates with multiple
monodisperse bubbles and monodisperse cells; bubble and cell number per cluster are averaged;
(f) Clustering: formation of aggregates with multiple monodisperse bubbles and monodisperse cells;
bubble and cell number per cluster are distributed.

2.3.1. Averaged
The model Averaged describes the aggregation of multiple cells on larger bubbles. Moreover, the
bubbles and cells are assumed to be monodisperse in their size and shape. The loading of bubbles
with cells is assumed to be uniform, i.e., each bubble’s surface area is occupied with cells in the same
manner. The general equation for aggregation between cells and bubbles is:
Dcc
= − β(dc , db , X ) · cc · cb
Dt

(17)

where cc and cb are the number concentrations of unbounded cells, respectively bubbles, t is the
time,and dc and db are the diameter of the cells and bubbles, respectively. If the conditions are not
homogeneous throughout the tank, that causes a dependence of the aggregation kernel on the position
X. The encounter efficiency due to surface coverage is calculated by Equation (7) in Table 1, where l is
the ratio of the occupied and total surface area of a bubble. Applying the one-way coupling, the velocity
difference between bubbles and the fluid causes a change of the bubble concentration on the course of
a streamline:
Dcb
c dΦ
= b·
,
(18)
Dt
Φ dt
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where the gas volume fraction Φ and its time-dependent change was obtained from CFD data in
this study.
2.3.2. Not Averaged
In contrast to the model Averaged, the loading of bubbles with cells is not assumed to be uniform
in the model Not Averaged, i.e., there exists a number density distribution of bubbles loaded with
a different amount of cells. Therefore, models where multiple bubbles can aggregate on larger
particles [22,24,25] have been adapted to a population balance model for the aggregation of several
cells on larger bubbles. Thus, a bubble with j attached cells can be formed by the aggregation between
a bubble with j − 1 attached cells and a single cell. If a bubble with j attached cells aggregates with one
more cell, a bubble with j + 1 cells is created. The model results in a 1D discrete population balance
model, in which bubbles are loaded with a discrete number of cells.
Dc0
c dΦ
= − β(dc , db , j = 0, X ) · cc · c0 + 0 ·
Dt
Φ dt
Dc j
= β(dc , db , j − 1, X ) · cc · c j−1 − β(dc , db , j, X ) · cc · c j
Dt
c j dΦ
+ ·
,
j ∈ [1, jmax − 1]
Φ dt
cj
Dc jmax
dΦ
= β(dc , db , jmax − 1, X ) · cc · c jmax −1 + max ·
Dt
Φ
dt
Dcc
=
Dt

(19)

jmax −1

∑

− β(dc , db , j, X ) · cc · c j ,

(20)

j =0

where cc is the number concentration of unbounded cells and c j is the number density of monodisperse
bubbles loaded with j cells. The physiochemical collision efficiency PA ( j), for a bubble already having
j attached cells (compare with [26]), can be expressed as Equation (8) in Table 1, where jmax =
the maximum number of cells that can attach to a bubble.

4·d2b
d2c

is

2.3.3. Poly.Cells
In the model Poly.Cells, the bubbles are still assumed to be monodisperse, whereas cells are
polydisperse in size. Since cells are polydisperse, the surface coverage of bubbles is continuous.
Thus, bubbles have the occupancy level l, which is the ratio between the occupied and total surface
area of a bubble. Each cell diameter is assigned a specific occupancy potential p, which can be
expressed as:
Ac,projected
d2
= c 2,
p(dc ) =
(21)
Ab,sur f ace
4 · db
where Ac,projected is the projected surface area of a cell and Ab,sur f ace is the surface area of a bubble.
Due to an aggregation with a cell with the occupancy potential p, the occupancy level of a bubble
increases from l0 to l = l0 + p. The set of equations for the 1D continuous population balance model is:
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Dcb (l )
=
Dt

Z pmax
p= pmin

β(dc , db , l − p, p, X ) · cb (l − p) · cc ( p) dp

− cb (l ) ·

Z lmax −l
p= pmin

β(dc , db , l, p, X ) · cc ( p) dp

cb (l ) dΦ
·
,
Φ
dt
cb (l ) =0 for l < 0

l ∈ [0, 1]

+

Dcc ( p)
= − cc ( p) ·
Dt

(22)

(23)

Z lmax − p
l =lmin

β(dc , db , l, p, X ) · cb (l ) dl,

(24)

p ∈ [ pmin , pmax ],
where cc ( p) is the number density of polydisperse cells with the occupancy potential p and cb (l ) is
the number density of monodisperse bubbles with the occupancy level l. PA,Sur f ace is described in
Equation (9) in Table 1.
2.3.4. Poly.Bubbles
The models by Fukushi et al. [19] and Matsui et al. [26] have been adapted to the heteroaggregation
between smaller monodisperse cells on larger polydisperse bubbles. That results in a population
balance, in which the discrete property is the loading of cells on bubbles, and the continuous property
is the size of bubbles:

c0 (db ) dΦ 
Dc0 (db )

= − β(dc , db , j = 0, X ) · cc · c0 (db ) +
·

Dt
Φ
dt 




Dc j (db )



= β(dc , db , j − 1, X ) · cc · c j−1 (db )


Dt


 d ∈[d
c j (db ) dΦ
b
bmin , dbmax ]
(25)
− β(dc , db , j, X ) · cc · c j (db ) +
·

Φ
dt
j ∈[1, jmax − 1]




Dc jmax (db )



= β(dc , db , jmax − 1, X ) · cc · c jmax −1 (db )


Dt




c jmax (db ) dΦ


+
·
Φ
dt
Dcc
=
Dt

Z d
bmax

jmax −1

db =db

j =0

min

∑

− β(dc , db , j, X ) · cc · c j (db ) db ,

(26)

where c j (db ) is the number density of bubbles with the diameter db and j attached cells. The number
concentration of unbounded cells is represented as cc . The maximum number of cells that can attach
4· d2

to a single bubble jmax (db ) = d2b depends on the respective bubble diameter. The minimum and
c
maximum bubble diameters are defined as dbmin and dbmax . The encounter efficiency due to surface
coverage is calculated as in Equation (10) in Table 1.
2.3.5. Clustering
The model Clustering is based on the model by Lakghomi et al. [27], in which clusters of bubbles
and particles were considered. In this study, clustering is the formation of aggregates with multiple
bubbles and cells, where both bubbles and cells are assumed to be monodisperse. This results in a
discrete bivariate population balance model:
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j
i
DCi,j 1
= · ∑ ∑ β(dc , db , i, j, m, l, X ) · Cm,l · Ci−m,j−l
Dt
2 m =0 l =0
imax −i jmax −l

−

∑ ∑

m =0

+

β(dc , db , i, j, m, l, X ) · Ci,j · Cm,l

l =0

Ci,j dΦ
·
,
Φ dt

imax
DC0,1
=− ∑
Dt
m =0

for i > 0

(27)

jmax −l

∑

β(dc , db , i, j, m, l, X ) · C0,1 · Cm,l ,

(28)

l =0

where Ci,j is the number density of clusters with i bubbles and j cells. Contrary to Lakghomi et al. [27],
in this study, the reduction of the encounter efficiency due to surface coverage is included. It is assumed
that aggregation between two clusters can only occur, if a cell on the exposed surface of a cluster
collides with a bubble on the exposed surface of the other cluster or vice versa. Then, PA,sur f ace between
a cluster with i bubbles and j cells (Cluster 1) and a cluster with m bubbles and l cells (Cluster 2) can be
expressed as described in Equation (11) in Table 1. R p (i, j) and Rb (i, j) are the fractions of the exposed
cluster surface area of Cluster 1, which is occupied by cells and bubbles, respectively. The derivations
for R p and Rb are described in the Appendix B.
There is no suitable approach to model the hydrodynamic encounter efficiency between two
clusters consisting of bubbles and particles in the literature. Thus, the hydrodynamic encounter
efficiency PC for the case of clustering has been simplified. The expression by Kostoglou et al. [30]
is used for the hydrodynamic encounter efficiency of single cells and clusters consisting of one or
more bubbles. For two clusters, both containing one ore more bubbles, the hydrodynamic encounter
efficiency is predicted to be close to one by this model. Therefore, a value of one is used for PC .
2.3.6. Clustering Averaged
For the model Clustering Averaged, it is assumed that all clusters have the same number of bubbles
and cells. The number concentration of free cells cc decreases over time due to aggregation with
clusters, whereas the number concentration of clusters c Agg decreases due to the aggregation of two
clusters and due to the velocity difference between bubbles and the fluid. The average number of
bubbles and cells per cluster i and j can be described, as well. The product of c Agg and i only changes
due to the velocity difference between bubbles and the fluid, whereas the product of c Agg and j
additionally increases due to the aggregation of unbounded cells. The initial number concentration of
clusters is equal to the initial bubble number concentration.
Dcc
Dt
Dc Agg
Dt 
D c Agg · i
Dt 
D c Agg · j
Dt

= − β(i, j, dc , db , X ) · cc · c Agg
= − β(i, j, dc , db , X ) · c2Agg +
=

(29)

c Agg dΦ
·
Φ
dt

c Agg · i dΦ
·
Φ
dt

= β(i, j, dc , db , X ) · cc · c Agg +

(30)
(31)

c Agg · j dΦ
·
Φ
dt

(32)

The encounter efficiency due to surface coverage between two identical cluster or between a
cluster and an unbounded cell can be calculated with Equations (12) and (13) in Table 1. Equivalent to
the model Clustering, Equation (14) is used for the hydrodynamic encounter efficiency of single cells
and clusters consisting of one ore more bubbles. For two identical clusters, the hydrodynamic collision
efficiency is close to one and therefore set to one.
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3. Numerical Methods
In this study, all ODEs are solved with the MATLAB solver ode45. The models Averaged,
Not Averaged and Clustering Averaged consist of a set of ordinary differential equations (ODEs). For the
model Poly.Bubbles, the bubbles are classified into discrete bubble sizes. The bubbles are loaded with a
discrete number of cells, which results in a discrete set of ODEs. To solve the model Poly.Cells, the cells
are classified into a discrete number of cells. The loading of the bubbles is classified into discrete
occupancy levels. Due to the aggregation of a bubble with a cell, the new occupancy level of the bubble
is in between two discrete classes for the occupancy level. Therefore, the new built aggregates have
to be divided onto neighboring nodes. For this purpose, the cell average technique is used [49] to
obtain a discrete set of ODEs. In order to test for grid convergence, simulations were also performed
with a finer resolution, and no difference in the results was observed. To obtain a discrete number of
ODEs for the model Clustering, the maximum numbers of bubbles and cells for a cluster are limited
to a discrete number. If the aggregation between two clusters would form a cluster, which would be
outside of this limiting region, the aggregation process is set to be impossible. The maximum numbers
of bubbles and cells for a cluster are chosen sufficiently high, i.e., the formation of clusters beyond the
limiting region is rare (data not shown). Applying lower tolerances for the ODE solver than used in
this study did not change the results.
4. Results and Discussion
First, the impact of the assumptions of the different aggregation models and the effects leading to
the formation of clusters were investigated assuming a two-zone model. Then, the focus was set on the
spatial aggregation in a commercially available DAF system (Enviplan: AQUATECTOR® Microfloat®
Rundzelle). To compare different simulations, a set of standard parameters (Table 2) was introduced.
The parameters have been used for the simulations, unless other parameter settings are mentioned.
The turbulence dissipation rate and the shear rate were chosen in a range as observed at the inlet of
the investigated flotation tank. The residence time was chosen arbitrarily, whereas the other standard
parameters were set to reasonable values.
Table 2. Standard parameters for simulations.
Parameter

Abbreviation

Value

Unit

Residence time
Gas volume fraction
Bubble diameter
Cell diameter
Cell concentration of feed

tresidence
Φ
db
dc
c f eed

10
0.03
40
5
10

s
µm
µm
g · L−1

V̇Recycle
V̇Total

5
6

mPa · s
m2 · s − 3
s−1

Ratio recycle flow to total flow
Viscosity fluid
Turbulent dissipation rate
Shear rate

µ
e
γ̇

0.89
0.0025
√
125

4.1. Comparison of the Different Aggregation Models
In this section, the heteroaggregation models are compared, whereby a plug flow was assumed,
i.e., flow conditions stayed constant during the simulation. For constant flow conditions, the model
Averaged had an analytical solution, which is derived in the Appendix A. The analytical solution
included the dimensionless groups Π1 and Π3 :
2
1 cc,0 · dc,0
·
4 cb,0 · d2b,0

Π1

=

Π3

= tresidence · β unloaded (dc,0 , db,0 ) · cb,0 ,

(33)
(34)
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where cc,0 is the initial number concentration of cells, cb,0 the initial bubble concentration, tresidence the
residence time in the contact zone and β unloaded (dc,0 , db,0 ) the aggregation kernel for cells and unloaded
bubbles. Π1 is the fraction of the initial bubble surface area that can be theoretically occupied by the
cells assuming the most favorable aggregation conditions. A high aggregation number Π3 corresponds
to frequent aggregation. For the standard parameter settings, Π1 = 0.099 and Π3 = 0.971.
The separation efficiencies of the heteroaggregation models were calculated with Equation (16)
and plotted over the two dimensionless groups Π1 and Π3 (Figure 3). If Π3 = 0, the efficiency was
zero, because no aggregation could occur. Then, the efficiency increased with an increasing aggregation
number, since a high aggregation number resulted from favorable collision conditions. A high Π1
resulted from a high ratio between the projected surface of all cells and the surface of all bubbles.
Thus, the efficiency decreased with an increasing Π1 . To calculate the separation efficiency as described
in Equation (16), Π1 has to be chosen Π1 > 0. For very small values of Π1 , the separation efficiencies
of the different models already showed differences.
1

1
Averaged
Not Averaged
Poly.Cells
Poly.Bubbles
Clustering
Clustering Averaged

0.8

Separation efficiency

Separation efficiency

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0.6

0.4

0.2

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

Aggregation number - & 3

(a)

0.8

Averaged
Not Averaged
Poly.Cells
Poly.Bubbles
Clustering
Clustering Averaged
0.05

0.1

0.15

0.2

Maximal surface coverage - & 1

(b)

Figure 3. Comparison between the different aggregation models (Poly.Cells: σrel (dc ) = 0.25; Poly.Bubbles:
σrel (db ) = 0.25). (a) Separation efficiency depending on the aggregation number at Π1 = 0.099;
(b) separation efficiency depending on maximal surface coverage at Π3 = 0.971.

No difference between the models Averaged and Not Averaged could be observed in the entire
range of the dimensionless groups Π1 and Π3 . It could be observed that the loading of the bubbles
for the model Averaged was approximately equal to the mean loading of bubbles for the model Not
Averaged (data not shown).
The cell size distribution of microorganisms can be described by a gamma distribution [50],
which allows setting the mean value and the standard deviation and guarantees positive diameters.
Thus, in the model Poly.Cells, the initial cell size distribution was set to a gamma distribution. In our
model, the mean diameter was equal to the standard parameter dc,mean = 5 µm, and the relative
σ
standard deviation σrel = dc,mean
was 0.25. The efficiency of the model Poly.Cells was higher than
the efficiency of the model Averaged in the entire range of Π3 and Π1 , which is discussed in detail
in the next section. Additionally, the difference between the two models tended to increase with
higher relative standard deviations of the cell diameter (data not shown. For the model Poly.Cells,
the initial bubble size distribution was assumed to be a gamma distribution with the mean diameter
equal to the standard parameter db,mean = 40 µm and σrel = 0.25. The efficiency of the model with
polydisperse bubbles was lower than the efficiency of the model Averaged for the entire ranges of
the dimensionless groups Π1 and Π3 . A possible explanation for this observation was that most of
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the bubbles’ volume was represented in larger bubble sizes, since the volume of a single bubble was
proportional to the bubble diameter cubed. However, large bubbles were less efficient in floating cells
than small bubbles [18]. The ratio between the surface and the volume of a bubble decreased with an
increasing bubble diameter. This resulted in an increased maximal surface coverage and a decreased
flotation efficiency for larger bubbles.
The lower the standard deviations of the models Poly.Cells and Poly.Bubbles, the more similar were
the results compared to the model Averaged (data not shown).
The separation efficiencies of the models Clustering and Clustering Averaged were lower than the
separation efficiencies of the model Averaged in the whole range of Π1 and Π3 . Additionally, the model
Clustering Averaged yielded lower separation efficiencies than the model Clustering. This could have
been caused by an overestimation of the cluster formation for the model Clustering Averaged. In general,
clustering reduces the efficiency because the formation of clusters with multiple bubbles reduces the
available surface area of bubbles. Therefore, the frequency of the attachment of cells decreases.
4.1.1. Influence of the Cell Size Distribution
To investigate the influence of a distributed cell diameter on the efficiency of the flotation process,
the number density distribution of unbounded cells was computed at different simulation times
(see Figure 4) for the model Poly.Cells. The applied relative standard deviation was σrel = 0.25.
Each distribution below the initial distribution signified a subsequent simulation time. Due to
aggregation with bubbles, the number density distribution of free cells decreased with an increasing
simulation time. Furthermore, the number density of bigger cells decreased significantly faster
than the number densities of smaller cells. Since the mass of a single cell is proportional to the cell
diameter cubed, most of the mass of the cells is represented in larger cell sizes and aggregates quite
fast. Therefore, the efficiency increased using a gamma distribution for the cell diameter, as can be
observed in Figure 3.

1011

14

Number density (m-3 µm -1 )

12

10

8

Initial distribution
2 seconds
5 seconds
15 seconds
30 seconds

6

4

2

0
0

2

4

6

8

10

12

Cell diameter (µm)

Figure 4. Number density distribution of unbounded cells for the model Poly.Cells at different
simulation times; standard parameter are used, and σrel = 0.25.

4.1.2. Mechanisms Leading to the Formation of Clusters
To detect the main effects influencing the formation of aggregates with multiple bubbles,
the influence of the flow conditions were investigated. The turbulent dissipation rate e and the shear rate
γ̇ were varied, while the dimensionless groups Π1 and Π3 were kept constant (see Figure 5a). Thus, the
aggregation mechanisms due to laminar shear and turbulent motion were varied. The turbulent
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dissipation rate e and the shear rate γ̇ were plotted depending on their standard parameters eSt and
γ̇St . Since Π1 and Π3 were kept constant, the efficiency for the analytical model did not change over
the entire parameter range. In absence of shear and turbulence e = γ̇ = 0, the separation efficiencies
of the models Clustering and Averaged were equal. With increasing e and γ̇, the efficiency of the
Clustering model decreased significantly. Figure 5b illustrates two number density distributions of
clusters with a certain bubble number at a residence time of 10 s. Therein, the green dots represent
the simulation of the model Clustering with no turbulence and no shear, i.e., e/eSt = 0 and γ̇/γ̇St = 0.
The orange dots represent the simulation with the standard parameters for e = eSt and γ̇ = γ̇St .
In the case of no turbulence and no shear, it can be observed that there were almost no aggregates
consisting of more than one bubble. The aggregation mechanism was only due to sedimentation.
This aggregation mechanism did not seem to cause clustering of aggregates with multiple bubbles
significantly. On the contrary, for high turbulence and high shear, aggregates consisting of several
bubbles were formed. This lowered the efficiency, since the available surface of bubbles decreased,
where cells could aggregate. It can be deduced that shear and turbulence caused clustering.
1
Analytical Model
Clustering Model

10

1011
No turbulence and no shear
Turbulence and shear

Number density distribution (m-3 )

Separation efficiency

0.8

0.6

0.4

8

6

4

2

0.2

2

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

4

6

8

10

12

14

Number of bubbles per cluster

0=0St ; .=
_ ._ St

(a)

(b)

Figure 5. Investigation on the effect of the variation of turbulent eddy dissipation and shear rate for
constant Π1 and Π3 on cluster formation. (a) Separation efficiency; (b) number density distribution of
clusters for the two extreme cases.

4.1.3. Scope of Aggregation Models
The properties and scopes for the different aggregation models are illustrated in Table 3. Due to
comparable modeling approaches, the separation efficiencies for the aggregation models were identical
for the case of monodisperse cells and bubbles and without turbulence and laminar shear (data not
shown). Considering effects like clustering or a cell and bubble size distribution increased the power
of the aggregation model, but also the simulation time. If cell and bubble sizes showed small standard
deviations, the models Averaged, Not Averaged, Clustering and Clustering Averaged could be used for
model-based optimization. Generally, the model Averaged should be preferred over the model Not
Averaged for determining efficient plant configurations and process conditions, since it requires much
less computational and modeling efforts and yields the same results. Since the polydispersity of cells
and bubbles influences the efficiency, cell and bubble diameter distributions should be considered for
quite high standard deviations by using the models Poly.Cells or Poly.Bubbles. Turbulence and laminar
shear cause the formation of clusters, which lowers the flotation efficiency. Due to the low simulation
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time and complexity, the model Clustering Averaged may be preferred over the model Clustering for
direct coupling to CFD, if turbulence and laminar shear are sufficiently high to require consideration
of cluster formation. The two clustering models are also applicable if the cells exist as aggregates,
which are bigger than the microbubbles.
Table 3. Properties and scopes of aggregation models.
Properties

Averaged

Not Averaged

Poly.Cells

Poly.Bubbles

Clustering

Clustering Averaged

Cells polydisperse
Bubbles polydisperse
Loading averaged
Clustering considered
Simulation time
Complexity
Standard deviation of bubble diameter
Standard deviation of cell diameter
Influence of clustering
Cells have to be smaller than bubbles
Difficulty of direct coupling to CFD simulations

No
No
Yes
No
Very low
Very low
Small
Small
Negligible
Yes
Low

No
No
No
No
Low
Low
Small
Small
Negligible
Yes
High

Yes
No
No
No
Medium
Medium
Small
High
Negligible
Yes
High

No
Yes
No
No
Medium
Medium
High
Small
Negligible
Yes
High

No
No
No
Yes
Very high
High
Small
Small
Important
No
Very high

No
No
Yes
Yes
Low
Low
Small
Small
Important
No
Medium

4.2. One-Way Coupling
In this section, the aggregation models are coupled with Euler/Euler CFD simulations for the
commercially available DAF system from Enviplan (AQUATECTOR® Microfloat® ) with a flow rate
of 75 L/h. The geometry and the distribution of the gas volume fraction of the tank are illustrated in
Figure 1a. From the inlet to the top of the tank, the gas volume fraction was quite high in a narrow
area, which was the main stream of the tank. At the top of the tank, most of the bubbles remained in
the foam. The other areas of the tank did not have such a high gas volume fraction. Close to the outlet,
Φ was zero. Exemplarily, the heteroaggregation on one streamline of the DAF tank was investigated
in detail.
4.2.1. Gas Volume Fraction
The investigated streamline had a residence time of about 140 s. The development of the gas
volume fraction is illustrated in Figure 1b. Examining the coordinates of the CFD data (not illustrated
here) shows that the top of the tank was reached in about 1.5 s. After approximately 3 s, the streamline
left the top of the tank and flowed to the outlet. During this time, Φ dropped from 0.07 to 0.01. At the
lower part of the tank, Φ was zero. With the assumption that bubble-cell aggregates behave like
unloaded bubbles, all cells, which were attached to bubbles, floated. Only the unbound cells remaining
in the outlet did not float and were washed out of the tank.
4.2.2. Aggregation Mechanisms
The aggregation kernel β(db,St , dc,St ) of unloaded bubbles and free cells is illustrated as a function
of time on the investigated streamline in Figure 6a.
The total aggregation kernel for the streamline was high in the first 3 s. Then, it stayed nearly
constant until approximately 40 s. Between 40 and 90 s, β decreased. Then, close to the outlet,
β increased again. During the first 2 s, the aggregation due to turbulent motion and laminar shear
had a noticeable influence on the total aggregation kernel. Afterwards, sedimentation was the only
important aggregation mechanism. The aggregation kernel depends on the hydrodynamic encounter
efficiency, which depends on the gas volume fraction. Therefore, when the gas volume fraction
decreased after 40 s, the aggregation kernel decreased as well. During the last 50 s (not shown here),
the aggregation kernel increased again, since the fluid velocity increased in the region of the outlet.
However, this part was not important for the aggregation process, since in this region, the gas volume
fraction was already zero, and no aggregation between bubbles and cells could occur. The results for
other streamlines (data not shown) were similar.
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Figure 6. Aggregation mechanisms on a single streamline and resulting separation efficiencies for
different aggregation models for this streamline. (a) Importance of aggregation mechanisms on a single
streamline; (b) separation efficiencies for different aggregation models.

4.2.3. Comparison of Different Aggregation Models
In this section, the separation efficiencies of the investigated streamline are calculated for different
aggregation models. The relative standard deviations of the bubble diameter and the cell diameter
for the models Poly.Cells and Poly.Cells were σrel = 0.25. In Figure 6b, the separation efficiencies of
the investigated streamline are illustrated. The efficiency for the model Averaged increased quickly in
the first 3 s and reached an efficiency of about 0.6. Then, the efficiency leveled off until at a residence
time of approximately 40 s, and the efficiency reached about 0.8. The trend of the flotation efficiency
was the same for all aggregation models. The fast aggregation process during the first few seconds
could be explained by the high gas volume fraction and the high aggregation kernel during this time.
Then, the rate of increase of the efficiency declined, since the gas volume fraction and the aggregation
kernel decreased. At a residence time of 40 s, the gas volume fraction dropped to zero, and there was
no longer any aggregation. The efficiencies of the models Not Averaged and Averaged were comparable.
The efficiency of the model with polydisperse bubbles was smaller than the efficiency of the model
Averaged, since most of the bubbles’ volume was distributed for larger bubble sizes in the used gamma
distribution for the bubbles. Large bubbles resulted in high Π1 and were less efficient in floating
cells. In contrast, the efficiency for the model Poly.Cells was higher than the efficiency for the model
Averaged. This was caused by the fact that most of the cell mass was distributed for larger cells. With
an increasing cell diameter, the aggregation kernel increased and Π1 decreased. Both effects led to an
increased flotation efficiency. The formation of clusters reduced the available surface area of bubbles
and reduced the frequency of the attachment of cells. Therefore, the clustering models showed lower
separation efficiencies. The results for the other streamlines (data not shown) were similar.
5. Conclusions
Downstream separation of microorganisms using DAF or microflotation lacks applicable
rigorous modeling approaches for the heteroaggregation between microorganisms and microbubbles.
Therefore, different mechanistic aggregation models were introduced in the present study.
Three models were adapted from literature, and three new models were derived. The models allowed
representing the distributed character of bubble and cell sizes, as well as the formation of clusters
consisting of several bubbles and cells. To determine the sensitivity of the results on the model
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assumptions, the modeling approaches were compared, and suggestions for their range of applicability
were given. Additionally, the different aggregation models were coupled to CFD data of a commercially
available DAF system (Enviplan: AQUATECTOR® Microfloat® Rundzelle).
From model comparison, it can be deduced that turbulence and laminar shear form aggregates
consisting of several bubbles, whereas differential sedimentation only forms aggregates consisting
of a single bubble and multiple cells. The formation of aggregates with several bubbles
decreases the available surface at which cells can aggregate. This lowers the separation efficiency.
Additionally, model comparisons show that bubble and cell size distributions can influence the
separation efficiency significantly and should be considered to determine efficient plant configurations
and operating conditions.
Once a suitable aggregation model has been selected from the discussed options and
validated experimentally, the flotation process can be optimized computationally for separating
the microorganisms. In this study, the encounter efficiency due to attractive and repulsive forces PA,0
was assumed to be unity. In an extension to this paper, PA,0 should be determined as described in the
modeling section. This requires detailed knowledge about the process conditions or experimental
data. CFD data suggest that the classical two-zone model is not accurate since fluid dynamics are
highly heterogeneous in the flotation tank. Thus, the aggregation models should be coupled to CFD
either as a post-processing step, as in this study, or directly to determine efficient plant configurations
and process conditions. Direct coupling to CFD can be easily performed with the new developed
averaged approaches.
When highly-resolved experimental data become available, this study will provide a guideline about
which model assumption is required. Thus, the experimenters can select an appropriate complexity,
estimate the parameters and finally validate the model. This may require a more detailed model of the
physiochemical encounter efficiency. Furthermore, using realistic repulsion or attraction forces between
cells will lead to more realistic predictions of clustering. Validation, if clustering occurs, can be performed
by visual inspection [28]. Spatially-resolved measurements of bubble-microorganism-agglomerates in the
flotation tank would allow investigating the effects of the different collision mechanisms.
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Appendix A. Model Averaged-Algebraic Solution for Two-Zone Model
In this section, the analytical solution for the model Averaged is deduced for a plug flow.
Appendix A.1. Aggregation Equation
The general equation for aggregation for the model Averaged is:
dcc
= − β(dc,0 , db ) · cc · cb .
dt

(A1)

Appendix A.2. Collision Efficiency Due to Surface Coverage
The total surface area ab of all bubbles per unit volume can be obtained by multiplying the surface
area of a single bubble with the bubble number concentration.
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ab = π · d2b · cb .

(A2)

The total projected surface area ac of cells bound to bubbles per unit volume is:
ac =

π 2
· d · (cc,0 − cc ) ,
4 c,0

(A3)

The collision efficiency due to surface coverage is assumed to be proportional to the fraction of
the non-occupied surface area of the bubbles.

=

PA,S

=
=

ab − ac
ab
π
· d2c,0 · (cc,0 − cc )
1− 4
π · d2b · cb


cc,0 · d2c,0
cc
1−
·
1
−
.
cc,0
4 · cb,0 · d2b

(A4)
(A5)
(A6)

Appendix A.3. Non-Dimensionalization
First of all, the following non-dimensional variables are useful:
c̃c

=

c̃b

=

d˜b

=

cc
cc,0
cb
cb,0
db
,
db,0

(A7)
(A8)
(A9)

Substituting these non-dimensional variables into the efficiency due to surface coverage yields:
PA,surface = 1 −

PA,surface =1 −

=1 −
=1 −

Π1
(1 − c̃c ) .
c̃b d˜2b

(A10)

cc,0 · d2c,0



cc
·
1
−
cc,0
4 · d2b · cb
cc,0 · d2c,0
4 · d2b,0 · cb,0

·

1 − c̃c
c̃b · d˜2b

Π1
(1 − c̃c ) ,
c̃b d˜2b

(A11)

where Π1 is a dimensionless group. Π1 can be expressed as:
Π1 =

2
1 cc,0 · dc,0
·
.
4 cb,0 · d2b,0

(A12)

Using:
β(dc,0 , db ) = PA,sur f ace · K (dc,0 , db ),
the equation, which describes the general aggregation equation, can be transformed as follows:

(A13)
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dcc
= − PA,sur f ace · K (dc,0 , db ) · cc · cb
dt
!


dc,0
dc̃c
Π1
˜
⇔
= − 1−
·
d
,
d
·
d
· cb,0 · c̃c · c̃b .
1
−
c̃
·
K
(
)
c
dt
db,0 b,0 b,0 b
c̃b d˜2b

(A14)
(A15)

Implementing the dimensionless time τ, the ratio of diameters of cells and bubbles Π2 and the
normalized aggregation frequency K̃:

= t · K (db,0 · Π2 , db,0 ) · cb,0
dc,0
Π2 =
db,0
K (db,0 · Π2 , db,0 · d˜b )
K̃ =
K (db,0 · Π2 , db,0 )
τ

(A16)
(A17)
(A18)

one can transform the general aggregation equation:
Π1
dc̃c
= − 1−
(1 − c̃c )
dτ
c̃b · d˜2b

!

· K̃ · c̃c · c̃b .

(A19)

A dimensionless group Π3 can be obtained, the aggregation number:
Π3

= tresidence · K (db,0 · Π2 , db,0 ) · cb,0 .

(A20)

Appendix A.4. Analytical Solution
Neglecting bubble coalescence, the concentration and diameter of the bubbles stay constant.
Furthermore, it is assumed that the aggregates have the diameter of a single bubble. Therefore,
c̃b (τ ) = 1 and d˜b (τ ) = 1, which leads to K̃ = 1. The equation describing aggregation can be
simplified to:
dc̃c
= − (1 − Π1 · (1 − c̃c )) · c̃c .
(A21)
dτ
By analytically integrating this differential equation from τ = 0 to τ = Π3 (t = tresidence ), the cell
concentration at the end of the contact zone c̃c,out can be calculated as:
c̃c,out =

1 − Π1
.
exp (Π3 · (1 − Π1 )) − Π1

(A22)

Appendix B. Encounter Efficiency Due to Surface Coverage for Clustering
To consider the reduction of the encounter efficiency due to surface coverage in the models
Clustering and Clustering Averaged, some assumptions have do be made. First of all, it is assumed that
the cells of a cluster are uniformly distributed on the surface of all bubbles of the cluster. Moreover, the
clusters are packed densely. An attachment between two clusters can only occur if a cell of the
exposable surface area of a cluster collides with a bubble of the exposable surface area of the other
cluster or vice versa. Since bubble coalescence and aggregation is negligible [18], the aggregation
between bubbles is assumed to be impossible. Furthermore, the coagulation of cells is neglected.
Otherwise flocks would be formed, and microflotation would not be necessary. With the assumption
that clusters are densely packed, the volume of a cluster consisting of i bubbles and j cells can be
calculated as the sum of the volume of the consisting bubbles and cells:
Vi,j = i · Vb + j · Vc =



1
· π i · d3b + j · d3c .
6

Additionally, the cluster volume can be described as:

(A23)
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Vi,j =

1
· π · d3i,j ,
6

(A24)

where di,j is the cluster’s equivalent diameter. Setting Equation (A23) equal to Equation (A24), di,j can
be expressed as:

1
3
di,j = i · d3b + j · d3c .
(A25)
The exposed surface area of a cluster with i bubbles and j cells Aexposed (i, j) is expressed as:
2

3
Aexposed (i, j) = π · d2i,j = π · i · d3b + j · d3c .

(A26)

The sum of the surface area of all bubbles of a cluster with i bubbles Ab,sur f ace (i, j) is calculated as:
Ab,sur f ace (i, j) = i · π · d2b .

(A27)

The sum of the projected surface area of j cells of a cluster Ac,proj (i, j) is expressed as:
Ac,proj (i, j) = j ·

π 2
·d .
4 c

(A28)

Assuming that the cells of a cluster are uniformly distributed on the surface of all bubbles of the
cluster, the ratio of the exposed cluster surface that is occupied by cells R p (i, j) is calculated as:
R p (i, j) =

Ac,proj (i, j)
j · d2c
=
.
Ab,sur f ace (i, j)
i · 4 · d2b

(A29)

Knowing R p (i, j), the ratio of the exposable cluster surface that is occupied by bubbles Rb (i, j) can
be expressed by:
Rb (i, j) = 1 − R p (i, j).
(A30)
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